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Environmental Law and Policy

Spring 2001
Mondays and Wednesdays, 2:00-3:20
Taper Hall
https://learn.usc.edu/courses/posc_347_67070_011/

Professor Jefferey M. Sellers
VKC 317, Phone: x01684, E-mail: sellers@usc.edu
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More and more, environmental laws and policies and their consequences pervade our lives: the air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we eat, the land we live on, the plants and animals that share these resources. As the imprint of humans on the earth continues to grow, the import of these laws and policies can only increase. This course surveys the historical origins, the leading conflicts, and the evolving processes of this new and controversial field. Approached from a global perspective, environmental law offers a glimpse at some of the most far-reaching issues that confront the world today.

The study of environmental law, policy, and politics necessitates several different perspectives. As we shall see, the international character of problems like global warming and urban environmental degradation requires global analyses. At the same time, in domains like water resources, air quality and urban sprawl, the key to environmental performance is often found in the arrangements of local communities. Alongside multiple geographic scales, environmental policy and law combine various professional specialities. To master the field requires knowledge not just of legal institutions and how they work, but of natural science, engineering, economics, and politics.

In this course, we will combine readings of more traditional texts with legal materials, practical case analyses, in-class exercises, internet analyses, guest speakers and multimedia presentations. In the first weeks of the course, we will examine how environmental law and policy emerged over the course of the twentieth century, and the issues and debates at the core of environmental decision-making. In the following two weeks, we will turn to the institutional infrastructure of environmental law in the United States and worldwide. For most of the remainder of the course, successive sessions will take up leading domains of environmental law—water resources, water
pollution, air pollution, global warming and ozone depletion, forest and species conservation, urban sprawl, toxic wastes. Concluding sessions reconsider the overarching issue of sustainability, emerging questions of policy toward biotechnology, and the compatibility of environmental sustainability with market capitalism.

Readings:

The following required texts are available for purchase in the Bookstore:


In addition, a reader with remaining required readings will be available for purchase at Magic Machine - University Graphics in University Village across from the campus. All readings marked * will be contained in this reader. Additional articles, reports, etc. will be distributed over the course of the semester.

Course Requirements

You will be required to do all assigned reading, attend class regularly and contribute actively to our discussions. In addition to class, you will be required to participate through contributions to a discussion board at the Blackboard website for this course (https://learn.usc.edu/courses/posc_347_67070_011/). Every student will be required to submit at least five postings of at least 150 words each. Multiple postings in the same week will generally be counted as part of a single posting. Your posting should contain either an argument, a well-articulated point, or a series of questions addressed to the readings, or an assessment or account of web materials on closely related topics. All postings are due by midnight on the day preceding the relevant class session. Participation in in-class role-playing and other exercises may be substituted for postings.

In addition to a mid-term and a final, you will be expected to complete two written assignments. The first, due January 29, will be a written exercise of 5 pages that is designed to initiate you into the vast world of materials now available online for the study of environmental law, policy and politics. Details on this assignment will be handed out in class on January 10.

The second written assignment, a term paper of around 10 pages, will give you a chance to undertake research of your own on a topic related to environmental law, or to expand upon issues already raised in the class sessions and the readings. A handout to be distributed following the
midterm will explain this assignment further. Topic statements will be due on April 2, the paper on April 25.

Final grades will be based on the following weights:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental internet investigation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-term</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion board postings</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final paper</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exam</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list of assignments is based on the assumption that all students will do all the required reading, attend all classes and participate regularly and constructively in discussions. Failure to do any of these tasks will be considered just cause for lowering of your final grade.

**Semester Plan**

**January 8: Introduction**

**January 10, January 17: First principles and early history**


**January 22, January 24: Dilemmas of contemporary environmentalism**

Guha, pp. 69-124.
January 29: ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATION DUE

January 29, January 31: The context of environmental law


**Recommended optional reading:**
Kubasek and Silverman, , pp. 114-147.

February 5, February 7: Administration and litigation in environmental law

Kubasek and Silverman, pp. 45-111.

**Court case:**
*Sierra Club v. Morton*, 405 U.S. 727 (1972) (oral argument and other resources at [http://www.oyez.com](http://www.oyez.com)).

Film: “Erin Brokovich” (to be seen outside of class)

February 12, February 14: Water as a resource

Kubasek and Silverman, pp. 192-196.

**Court case:**
*“Governor Gray Davis and Secretary of the Interior Babbit Announce Framework for California’s Water Future,” Press release from Gray Davis (June 9, 2000).*  
Report of the World Commission on Dams, November 2000  
[http://www.dams.org](http://www.dams.org)

**Case studies of Three Gorges, Pak Moon Dams:**
Guha, pp. 125-137
*“The Tragedy of Pak Moon Dam (Thailand),” Bangkok Post* (October 1, 2000).

February 21: MIDTERM
February 26, February 28: Water quality

Kubasek and Silverman, pp. 182-192, 196-207.

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board Website (at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb4/).

Case study of urban runoff in southern California:

Case study of urban sanitation and water quality in Bangkok:

March 5, March 7: Air Quality

Kubasek and Silverman, pp. 148-182.

Case study of market-based policy in Los Angeles:

Case study of anti-smog policy in Mexico City:

Optional further reading:

March 12, March 4: SPRING RECESS

March 19, March 21: Global warming and CFC reduction

Case study: in-class simulation of international climate change negotiations:
*Tim Patterson and Tom Harris, “Ten Myths About Global Warming,” Ottawa Citizen (October 16, 2000)
**“A Searing Future: While the rich stay rich, the poor get hotter,” New Scientist (November 11, 2000), p. 4.

March 26: PAPER TOPIC STATEMENTS DUE

March 26, March 28: Forest, wetland and species conservation


Case study of the Everglades:

Optional recommended reading:
Web page: http://iucn.org/bil/bioloss.html

April 2, April 4: Sprawl and urban land


Court case:

Case study of urban land conflicts in Mexico City:
*Keith Pezzoli, Human Settlements and Planning for Ecological Sustainability: The Case of
April 9, April 11: Toxics and Hazardous Waste


Case study of school construction and urban environmental hazards in Los Angeles:
(*www.nisbn.org/media/art_lawweekly0600.html)
*Ira Reiner, “Don’t Complete the Belmont Learning Complex,” Los Angeles Times (Sunday, December 5, 1999) (democrats.assembly.ca.gov/members/a43/news/a43art415.htm)
**Romer’s Chance on Belmont,” Los Angeles Times (December 14, 2000), Metro Page B10.

Case study of the Bhopal disaster:

April 16, April 18: Sustainability and the Example of Biotechnology


Case study of international negotiations on biosafety:

April 23: Sustainability and capitalism

Daniel Press and Daniel Mazmanian, “Understanding the Transition to a Sustainable Economy,” Vig & Kraft, pp. 370-385.
April 25, 5 p.m.: FINAL PAPER DUE (no class!)

Exam review: TBA

FINAL EXAMINATION: Friday, May 4, 2:00-4:00 p.m.